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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS 

     Based on the previous studies and theories, this chapter will demonstrate step 

by step the integration of verbal meanings and constructions in Hakka.  In section 

4.1, according to Jackendoff’s decompositional theory, verbs of removal in Hakka 

will first be decomposed into several semantic concepts to represent the common 

event conceptual structure.  This common conceptual structure forms the universal 

L-meaning of verbs of removal in our two-level-meaning model.  Moreover, through 

Talmy’s lexicalization, we identify six verbs
1
 with different conflated semantic 

components, which result in different syntactic realizations from phrasal to sentential 

levels.   Taking frame semantics into consideration, section 4.2, at a phrasal level, 

deals with the profiled and shaded semantic elements of each verb manifested on [V 

X] constructions, including [V O] constructions and [V C] constructions.  The 

profiled elements will be treated as the P-meanings in our discussion.  After the 

semantic frames, L-meanings and P-meanings, are constructed, various constructions 

of these verbs can be successively figured out through the transitional level, thematic 

                                                 
1
 Levin (1993) classifies over 3,000 English verbs based on their shared meanings and linguistic 

behavior.  In accordance to Levin’s classification of verbs of removing (1993: 122), six corresponding 

verbs of removal in Hakka are selected in this thesis. 
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cores.  Consequently, these syntactic structures obtain their constructional meanings, 

developing into form-meaning pairings.  Furthermore, sections 4.3 and 4.4, 

expanding into the sentential level, discuss the interactions of profiled participant 

roles in [V X] constructions and larger constructions, such as BUN and LAU 

constructions, respectively.  Section 4.5 gives a brief summary of the analysis. 

4.1 Conceptual structures of verbs of removal 

     Verbs of removal, such as ban1 搬 ‘to remove’, got2 割 ‘to cut’, cin1 清 ‘to 

clear’, sen3 擤 ‘to blow one’s nose’, cut8 捽 ‘to wipe’, ha1 下 ‘to unload’, etc., 

generally describe an animate agent contacting with the surface of a location through 

a certain motion for the purpose of causing a patient to move away from the source to 

the goal, as shown in Figure 4.1 (L&RH 1991, Liu 2000).  And this conceptual 

structure can be decomposed into several elements, as shown in (1) (cf. Gao 2001).   

Figure 4.1 Decomposed conceptual structure of verbs of removal in Hakka 
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     (1) Elements in the conceptual structure of verbs of removal: 

        a. Agent (Ag): the remover in the event frame, prototypically animate; 

        b. Patient (Pa): the removee, the entity undergoing the effect of the action, 

including undergoing a change in both location and state; 

        c. Source (So): the location from which the removee moves. 

        d. Goal (Go): the location toward which the removee moves; 

        e. Direction (Di): the direction of path by which a removal action is 

performed; 

        f. Result (Re): the resultant state after a removal action is performed; 

        g. Instrument (Ins): the means by which a removal action is performed; 

        h. Manner (Man): the manner by which a removal action is performed; 

        i. Beneficiary (Be): the beneficiary due to the action 

        j. Comate (Co): the comate whom the agent or the remover performs with. 

     Next, six removal verbs are distinguished by their different conflation with 

these semantic elements.  First, the general removal verb ban1 搬 ‘to remove’ 

describes the general action of removing, without any conflated roles, indicating an 

agent acting upon a patient, thereby causing the patient to leave from the source.  

Second, the removal verb got2 割 ‘to cut’ has the instrument role, such as a knife, 

conflated in its lexical meaning.   That is, the removal verb got2 割 specifies the 

instrument meaning in its conceptual structure.  Third,  the removal verb cin1 清 

‘to clear’ specifies the resultant state after a removal action is performed.  Fourth, the 

removal verb sen3 擤 ‘to blow one’s nose’ has the source role, nose, in its lexical 

meaning.  Fifth, the removal verb cut8 捽 ‘to wipe’ performs a removal action with 
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a specific manner in gesture, focusing on the contact motion.  Sixth, the removal 

verb ha1 下 ‘to unload’ specifies the direction along with the removal action.   

     After building up the L-meaning of verbs of removal through decomposition 

and lexicalization, in the following sections, we will illustrate how perspectivization, 

shaping P-meanings, influences the syntactic behavior at phrasal levels, [V X] 

constructions. 

4.2 [V X] constructions 

     In section 4.2 we will discuss how verbs of removal interact with [V X] 

constructions, where X is replaced by different semantic elements in order to examine 

the grammaticality of each pattern.  The observation is illustrated in Table 4.1, which 

shows three possible patterns – [V O] constructions, [V C] constructions, and 

adjuncts.
2
  In section 4.2.1, we will display different manifestations of [V O] 

construction, including [V Pa], [V So], and [V Go] constructions.  Different levels of 

intimacy between the verb and the object account for the grammaticality of [V O] 

constructions.  Next, section 4.2.2 investigates those constructions where the verbs 

are followed by complements, including [V Di], and [V Re] constructions.  In 

addition to the mapping procedure from profiled arguments to [V X] constructions, 

we will illuminate the delicate differences between legitimate and illegitimate 

                                                 
2
 Adjuncts deal with the roles which cannot be profiled in [V X] constructions 
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syntactic behavior, based on whether the participant role of a verb can be profiled or 

not in its particular frame, P-meaning.  And, in section 4.2.3, we will briefly 

introduce those elements which cannot be profiled in [V X] constructions.  Last, 

section 4.2.4 is the generalization of [V X] constructions. 
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Table 4.1 Different syntactic realizations of verbs of removal in [V X] constructions in Hakka
3
 

 

 

                                                 
3
 I thank Professor Chinfa Lien for valuable comment in constructional classification. 

Lexical items 

ban1 搬  

‘to remove’ 

got2 割  

‘to cut’ 

cin1 清  

‘to clear’ 

sen3 擤  

‘to blow 

one’s nose’ 

cut8 捽  

‘to wipe’ 

ha1 下  

‘to unload’ 

Semantic elements [Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

Conflated elements n/a Ins Re So Man Di 

[V Pa] 

constructions 

ban1 

zok4-e2 搬桌仔  

‘to remove 

the table’ 

got4 vo5 割禾 

‘to cut the rice 

harvest’ 

cin1 

lep4-sep4 清垃圾 

‘to clear 

garbage’ 

sen3 pi3 擤濞 

‘to blow 

one’s nose’ 

cut8 hon3 捽汗 

‘to wipe off 

sweat’ 

ha1 fo2 下貨 

‘to unload 

cargo’ 

[V So] 

constructions 

ban1 vuk4 搬屋  

‘to move 

(out of the 

house)’ 

got4 

tien5-kam1 割田崁 

‘to cut the 

grass from the 

ridge (between 

fields)’ 

cin1 

fong5-gien1 清房間 

‘to clean the 

room’ 

* conflated cut8 zok4-e2 捽桌仔 

‘to wipe the 

table’ 

* 

[V O] 

constructions 

[V Go] 

constructions 

ban1 vuk4 搬屋  

‘to move 

(into the 

house)’ 

* * * * * 

[V Di] 

constructions 

ban1 

cut4-hi3 搬出去  

‘to remove 

(sth) out’ 

got4 ha1- loi5 割下來 

‘to cut down’ 

cin1 

cut4-hi3 清出去 

‘to clear out’ 

sen3 

cut4-loi5 擤出來 

‘to blow 

out one’s 

nose’ 

cut8 hi2- loi5捽起來 

‘to wipe 

clean’ 

* conflated 

[V C] 

constructions 

[V Re] 

constructions 

ban1 

ciang5-cian

g5 搬淨淨  

‘to empty 

out’ 

got4 

ciang5-ciang5 割淨淨 

‘to completely 

cut (sth)’ 

cin1 kung1 清空 

‘to clear 

(sth) off’ 

sen3 

ciang5-cia

ng5 擤淨淨 

‘to blow … 

clean’ 

cut8 

ciang5-ciang

5 捽淨淨 

‘to wipe 

clean’ 

ha1 

kung1-kung1 下空空 

‘to unload 

completely’ 

[V Ins] 

constructions 

* * * * * * 

[V Man] 

constructions 

* * * * * * 

[V Be] 

constructions 

* * * * * * 
Adjuncts 

[V Co] 

constructions 

* * * * * * 
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4.2.1 [V O] constructions 

Iwata’s model shows that a legitimate [V O] construction requires the 

compatibility of two levels, the P-meaning level and the syntactic level.  At the 

P-meaning level, the patient role needs to be prominent enough to be profiled, while 

the others are shaded.  At the syntactic level, the [V O] construction is a meaning 

bearing unit that describes the action and the entity affected directly by the action.  

There are three types of [V O] constructions in Hakka, which are [V Pa], [V So], 

and [V Go] constructions.  First, the [V Pa] construction is introduced.  The 

argument realizations of six removal verbs in [V Pa] constructions are summarized in 

Table 4.2.  

Table 4.2 Argument realizations of verbs of removal in [V Pa] constructions in Hakka 

 

Lexical items 

ban1 搬  

‘to remove’ 

got2 割  

‘to cut’ 

cin1 清  

‘to clear’ 

sen3 擤  

‘to blow 

one’s nose’ 

cut8 捽  

‘to wipe’ 

ha1 下  

‘to unload’ 

Participant 

roles 
[Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, G, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

Conflated 

elements 
n/a Instrument Result Source Manner Direction 

Profiled 

patient 

roles 

zok4-e2 桌仔桌仔桌仔桌仔 

‘the table’ 

vo5 禾禾禾禾 

‘the rice 

harvest’ 

lep- sep4 垃圾垃圾垃圾垃圾 

‘garbage’ 

pi3 濞濞濞濞 

‘snot’ 

hon3 汗汗汗汗 

‘sweat’ 

fo2 貨貨貨貨 

‘cargo’ 

[V Pa] 

constructions 

ban1 zok4- e2 搬桌仔  

‘to remove 

the table’ 

got4 vo5 割禾 

‘to cut the 

rice harvest’ 

cin1 

lep4-sep4 清垃圾 

‘to clear 

garbage’ 

sen3 pi3 擤濞 

‘to blow 

one’s nose’ 

cut8 hon3 捽汗 

‘to wipe off 

sweat’ 

ha1 fo2 下貨 

‘to unload 

cargo’ 
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Croft (1998) discusses how the causal interaction of participant roles 

determines the choice of subject, object, and oblique for a variety of single clauses in 

English.  The choice of subject, object, and oblique is not chaotic.  Rather it 

associates with control and affectedness, namely control for subjects and affectedness 

for objects.  Dixon (1991, 2005) also deals with the patient roles using the concept of 

affectedness.  The affect verbs are prototypical transitive verbs, involving three 

semantic roles - “Agent moves or manipulates something (referred to as the Manip 

role) so that it comes into contact with something or some person (the target roles).  

Either the Manip or the Target (or occasionally, both) will be physically affected by 

the activity” (Dixon 1991:102; 2005:110).  Hence, the Target (i.e. the patient role), 

directly affected by removing, becomes more prominent in the concept structure of 

verbs of removal.  Also, the Target is naturally realized as the direct object of the 

verb. 

Here, [V Pa] constructions in Hakka echo the prototypical event type called the 

‘transmission-of-force’ model by Talmy (1976) and the ‘billiard-ball’ model by 

Langacker (1991): One participant interacts with another participant and transmits its 

force to the other participant, which then undergoes a change.  When this 

force-dynamic relationship is expressed by a simple active transitive verb, the agent is 

construed as acting entirely under his or her volition (i.e. control), and brings about a 
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complete change of state to the patient, so that the patient cannot change any further 

in the causal chain (i.e. affectedness).  Hence, an agent and a patient are normally 

assigned to the subject and the object position in an active sentence, respectively. 

Furthermore, Dowty (1991: 572) provides five contributing properties to 

describe proto-patient roles, as shown in (2):  

(2) Contributing properties and examples for patient proto-roles (in Object NP):      

a. undergoes change of state: e.g., John moved the rock. 

b. incremental theme: e.g., John filled the glass with water. 

c. causally affected by another participant: e.g., Smoking causes cancer. 

d. stationary relative to movement of another participant: e.g., The bullet 

entered the target. 

e. does not exist independently of the events, or not at all: e.g., John built a 

house. 

These features provide a solid basis for analyzing the patient roles of verbs of removal.  

Zok- e2 桌仔 ‘the table’, for example, undergoes a change a state, which is location 

changed.  It is also causally affected by the action ban1 搬 ‘to remove’, and it does 

not come into or out of existence without independence of the event.  Last, zok4-e2 

桌仔 ‘the table’ belongs to an incremental theme, since the event of removing the 
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tables (to the basement) is partially or completely done based on how many tables in 

question are partly or completely moved (to the basement).  Consider these features 

with the selection principle in (3). 

(3) Argument selection principle:                      (Dowty 1991: 576) 

In predicates with grammatical subject and object, the argument for which 

the predicate entails the greatest number of Proto-Agent properties will be 

lexicalized as the subject of the predicate; the argument having the greatest 

number of Proto-Patient entailments will be lexicalized as the direct object. 

Zok4-e2 桌仔 ‘the table’ gains most of the proto-patient entailments from the 

predicate ban1 搬 ‘to remove’, so it can be naturally mapped into the direct object 

position.   The high prototypicality of the patient role is also associated with Croft’s 

argument in subject and object assignment.  Other objects, like vo5 禾 ‘the rice 

harvest’, lep4-sep4 垃圾 ‘garbage’, pi3 濞 ‘snot’, hon3 汗 ‘sweat’, and fo2 貨 

‘cargo’, also possess the same features as ban1 搬 ‘to remove’ does and they can be 

treated as prototypical patient roles as well.   

Accordingly, back to Iwata’s two-level-meaning model, all of the patient roles 

of verbs of removal observed so far can be profiled in or integrated with the [V O] 

construction to signify ‘X acts upon Y’, meaning ‘to move an entity’.  Take ban1 搬 

‘to remove’ for example, as demonstrated in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 The L-meaning/P-meaning model of BAN in the [V Pa] construction 

 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Go, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings            搬          搬           …         …… 

[Patient]       …           …         …… 

 

 

thematic cores       acts upon Y      …           …         …… 

 

 

syntactic structures
4
     [V O]         …           …        …… 

In Figure 4.1, the universal concept of verbs of removal, L-meaning, is first carried 

out.  Next, the P-meaning under discussion depicts one of the semantic elements 

which we are focusing on, i.e., the patient role.  Then, through the thematic core, 

‘acts upon Y’, denoting ‘to act upon the patient’, the verbal meaning inevitably 

integrates with its corresponding syntactic structure, the [V O] construction.  The 

prominence of the patient role and the semantic compatibility of verbal meanings and 

constructions also account for the transitivity of verbs of removal.  That is, if the 

patient role is not mentioned, the expression will be puzzling, as in sentence (4). 

 

                                                 
4
 The term ‘syntactic frames’ in Iwata’s (2000, 2005a, b) model is modified hereafter, because the 

concept of ‘frame’ in this thesis has followed Fillmore’s (1982) definition. 
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     (4) a. 先生        愛  佢    搬去     外背。 

           Sin1-sang1  oi3  gi5  ban1-hi3  ngoi3-boi3 

           Teacher     ask  him  move-to   outside 

          ‘The teacher wants him to move outside.’ 

(4) is obscure because it lacks the patient roles, so that the reader will be curious 

about ‘what’ is asked to be moved outside. 

For the same reason, all the other patient roles are manifested in [V Pa] 

constructions in Table 4.2, although the verbs are conflated with different roles.  

Each patient role undergoes a change of state (or location) and is directly affected by 

its verb.  For example, vo5 禾 ‘the rice harvest’ is apart from the field because of 

the cutting motion; lep4-sep4 垃圾 ‘garbage’ is out of the house because of the 

clearing motion; pi3 濞 ‘snot’ is cleaned up because of the blowing motion; han3 汗 

‘sweat’ is gone because of the wiping motion; fo2 貨 ‘cargo’ leaves the truck because 

of the unloading motion.  Therefore, at the P-meaning level, all these roles are 

prominent enough to be profiled.  Integrating with the syntactic structures, the 

patient roles become the direct objects of the removal verbs, and then constitute 

form-meaning pairs, denoting ‘removing something’. 

In addition to patient roles, source and goal roles, in the conceptual structure of 

the removal verbs can appear in [V O] constructions.  Consider examples in (5). 
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(5) a. [V So] construction  

清     房間 

cin1 fong5-gien1 

clear  room 

‘to clear the room’ 

 

        b. [V Go] construction 

搬     屋5
 

ban1   vuk4 

move  house 

‘to move (out of the house)’ 

In (5a) the direct object of cin1 清 ‘to clear’ is the source role fong5-gien1 房

間 ‘room’.  It can be understood that something (the patient role) has been cleared 

from the room.  In (5b) vuk4 屋 ‘house’ is the location from which the furniture or 

anything else is removed.  And it implies ‘to move (out of the house)’. 

However, the frequency of the combination of the six removal verbs and these 

two roles is much lower.  Not all these roles can freely combine with all the six verbs, 

like the patient roles do.  Consider the following examples. 

(6) a. *[V So] construction 

    *下      貨車 

     ha1    fo3-ca1 

     unload  truck 

     ‘to unload (cargo) from the truck’ 

                                                 
5
 The meaning of ban1 vuk4 搬屋 ‘to move’ in ambiguous.  It refers to ‘moving into the house’, 

where vuk4 屋 ‘house’ is the goal, or it refers to ‘moving out of the house’, where vuk4 屋 ‘house’ is 

the source.  See the detailed analysis in the following paragraphs. 
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   b. *[V Go] construction 

     *清    外背 

     cin1  ngoi3-boi3 

     clear   outside 

     ‘to clear (garbage) to outside’ 

 (6a) shows that the verb ha1 下 ‘to unload’ is not allowed to take the source role 

fo3-ca1 貨車 ‘truck’ as its direct object.  In (6b) the goal role ngoi3-boi3外背 

‘outside’ is prohibited to combine with the removal verb cin1 清 ‘to clear’.  In (6c) 

the combination of the verb ha1 下 ‘to unload’ and the direction role hi2-loi5 起來

‘upward’ is problematic.   

These two ungrammatical sentences show that the source and the goal roles are 

not as prominent as the patient role and they are not directly affected by the removal 

action as the patient roles are.  Nevertheless, in some grammatical sentence these 

roles are required.  The examples in (7) can illustrate.  

(7) a. [V So] construction 

佢      你  捽   *(桌仔)。 

Gi5 gam1  n5  cut8  zok4-e2 

He  force  you  wipe  table 

‘He forced you to wipe the table.’ 

   b. [V Go] construction 

     佢     舊年      搬*(屋)。 

     Gi5  kiu3-ngien5  ban1-vuk4 

     He    last year     move 

     ‘He moved last year.’ 
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In both sentences in (7), the source and the goal role have to be profiled after the 

removal verb, or the sentence will be incomplete.   

Table 4.3 shows that some removal verbs can be combined with the source roles, 

but some cannot.  The grammaticality of [V So] constructions is different from verb 

to verb. 

Table 4.3 Argument realizations of verbs of removal in [V So] constructions in Hakka 

 

Lexical items 

ban1 搬 

‘to remove’ 

got2 割 

‘to cut’ 

cin1 清 

‘to clear’ 

sen3 擤 

‘to blow one’s 

nose’ 

cut8 捽 

‘to wipe’ 

ha1 下 

‘to unload’ 

Participant 

roles 
[Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Go, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

Conflated 

elements 
n/a Instrument Result Source Manner Direction 

Profiled 

Source roles 

vuk4 屋屋屋屋 

‘the 

(original) 

house’ 

tien5-kam1 田崁田崁田崁田崁 

‘the ridge 

(between rice 

fields)’ 

fong5-gien1 房間房間房間房間 

‘the room’ 

* conflated zok4-e2 桌仔桌仔桌仔桌仔  

‘the table’ 

* 

Particular 

frames 
MOVING FARMING 

    

[V Source] 

constructions 

ban1 vuk4 搬屋  

‘to move 

(out of the 

house)’ 

got4 

tien5-kam1 割田崁 

‘to cut the grass 

from the ridge 

(between rice 

fields)’ 

cin1 

fong5-gien1 清房間 

‘to clear the 

room’ 

*  cut8 zok4-e2 捽桌仔 

‘to wipe the 

table’ 

* 

 

Only four of the six removal verbs are compatible with this construction, which are 

ban1 搬 ‘to remove’, got2 割 ‘to cut’, cin1 清 ‘to clear’, cut8 捽 ‘to wipe’.  As 

for cin1 清 ‘to clear’ and cut8 捽 ‘to wipe’, they can be integrated with [V So] 

constructions, because the removee cannot be cleared or wiped without contacting the 
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location.  It means that the source roles (i.e., vuk4 屋 ‘house’, tien5-kam1 田崁 

‘ridge’, fong5-gien1 房間 ‘room’, and zok4 e2 桌仔 ‘table’), like the patient roles, 

are directly affected by their verbs.  Take cin1 清 ‘to clear’ for example.  The 

image of ‘clearing something’ highly overlaps with that of cleaning ‘some place’.  

When the garbage is cleared, the room becomes clean at the same time.  Figure 4.2 

depicts the integration between verbal meanings and constructions.   

Figure 4.2 The L-meaning/P-meaning model of CIN in the [V So] construction 

 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Go, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings             清          清           …         …… 

[Patient]      [Source]        …         …… 

  

 

thematic cores        acts upon Y     acts upon Y       …         …… 

 

 

syntactic structures       [V O]        [V O]          …        …… 

The L-meaning lays out the universal concept of verbs of removal with a slight 

difference, where the italic result role is lexicalized in the verbal meaning of cin1 清 

‘to clear’.  This figure also demonstrates that the source role, like the patient role, is 

prominent enough to be profiled as P-meaning.  And the [V So] construction, 

denoting the actions and the places affected by the actions, can be positively 
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integrated with the P-meaning, profiled with the source role, through the thematic 

cores, ‘act upon Y’, where Y symbolizes anything influenced by the action. 

With respect to ban1 搬 ‘to remove’ and got2 割 ‘to cut’, understanding their 

meanings in [V So] constructions requires particular frames, such as the MOVING 

frame and the FARMING frame, respectively, because an agent does not contact with 

the source when acting upon the patient.  Take got2 割 ‘to cut’ for instance.  The 

image of cutting the ridge of a rice field is different from that of cutting the grass.   

Hence, without a particular frame, say FARMING frame, we may not interpret the 

meaning of this [V So] construction.  Figure 4.3 elucidates this concept. 

Figure 4.3 The L-meaning/P-meaning model of GOT in the [V So] construction 

 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Go, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings            割           割           …         …… 

[Patient]      [Source]        …         …… 

 

 

particular frames                 FARMING 

 

 

thematic cores        acts upon Y     acts upon Y     …         …… 

 

 

syntactic structures      [V O]        [V O]         …        …… 
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First, the instrument role is conflated in the lexical meaning of got2 割 ‘to cut’. 

Second, P-meaning profiles the source role.  Next, before connecting with the 

thematic roles, we need some particular frame, the FARMING frame, to eliminate the 

gap between the image of cutting the ridge of a rice field and cutting the grass.  

Finally, the [V So] construction with the verb got2 割 ‘to cut’ can be successively 

induced through the thematic core ‘act upon Y’.  As to the predicate ban1 搬 ‘to 

remove’, the MOVING frame is activated, because it is a common cultural concept 

possessed by Hakka language users.  To be more specific, the predicate ‘move’ 

combining with the source role ‘house’ in the [V So] construction in English does not 

activate the MOVING frame, so the pattern ‘move the house’ would mean literally 

moving the house physically. 

Although the patient and the source are influenced by ban1 搬 ‘to remove’ and 

got2 割 ‘to cut’ in a different way, there is still a close relationship between these 

two roles.  That is, the former belongs to or is part of the latter.  For example, the 

furniture, the patient of ban1 搬 ‘to remove’, is part of the house, the source of ban1 

搬 ‘to remove’; the grass, the patient of got2 割 ‘to cut’, belongs to the ridge 

between rice fields.  This close relationship can also explain the incompatibility of 

the removal verb sen3 擤 ‘to blow one’s nose’ or ha1 下 ‘to unload’ and the [V So] 

construction, in that the patient pi3 濞 ‘snot’ is not part of the source pi3-gung1 鼻
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公 ‘nose’ and the patient fo2 貨 ‘cargo’ does not belong to the source fo3-ca1 貨車 

‘truck’  Furthermore, because the verb sen3 擤 ‘to blow one’s nose’ lexicalizes the 

source role  pi3-gung1 鼻公 ‘nose’ in its verbal meaning without other options, it 

would be redundant to express this role again. 

     Next, when goal roles are specified in [V O] constructions, the verbal meanings 

profile the location which the removee is moved to, and the syntactic structures 

signify the actions and the entities, here the goals, affected by the actions.  As we 

can see in Table 4.4, the [V Go] constructions are very restricted, in which only ban1

搬 ‘to remove’ can integrate with the goal role in [V O] constructions. 

Table 4.4 Argument realizations of verbs of removal in [V Go] constructions in Hakka 

 

Lexical items 

ban1 搬 

‘to remove’ 

got2 割 

‘to cut’ 

cin1 清 

‘to clear’ 

sen3 擤 

‘to blow one’s 

nose’ 

cut8 捽 

‘to wipe’ 

ha1 下 

‘to unload’ 

Participant 

roles 
[Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, G, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

Conflated 

elements 
n/a Instrument Result Source Manner Direction 

Profiled 

Source roles 

vuk4 屋屋屋屋 

‘the (original) 

house’ 

* * * * * 

Particular 

frames 
MOVING 

     

[V Goal] 

constructions 

ban1 vuk4 搬屋  

‘to move (out of 

the house)’ 

* * *  * * 
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This restricted phenomenon is because the conception of the removal verbs 

does not focus on the place to which the removee will go after the action.  Verbs of 

removal focus more on the place which the removee is moved from, i.e., the source, 

because what is mattered to the agent is to remove something from some place.    

However, only the neutral removal verb ban1搬 ‘to remove’ dose not have this 

limitation.   Both locations which are moved to or moved from are prominent in its 

concept.  And because of its peculiar use in both [V So] and [V Go] construction, 

ban1搬 ‘to remove’ have vague readings between ‘moving in’ and ‘moving out’ with 

respect to the MOVING frame, as illustrated in (8).   

     (8) 佢      當在該     搬屋。 

        Gi5  dong1-cai3-ge3  ban1-vuk4 

        He   DONG-CAI-GE  move 

        ‘He is moving.’ 

(8) may be interpreted in two ways.  One is moving into the house, and the other is 

moving out of the house.  The interpretation is highly dependant on the context and 

the MOVING frame.  When the agent is moving stuff in front of his new house, he 

may be moving into this house.  If the speaker sees him moving furniture out of a 

house, the speaker may think the agent is moving to another place. 

     Leaving the vagueness in (8) aside, this [V Go] construction with the verb ban1

搬  ‘to remove’ is grammatical.  It is because that its lexical meaning is 
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semantically compatible with its syntactic structure.  Figure 4.4 may manifest this 

interaction. 

Figure 4.4 The L-meaning/P-meaning model of BAN in the [V Go] construction 

 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Go, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings            搬            搬                搬          …… 

[Patient]       [Source]          [Goal]        …… 

 

 

particular frames                    MOVING        MOVING 

 

 

thematic cores        acts upon Y      acts upon Y        acts upon Y      …… 

 

 

syntactic structures      [V O]        [V O]          [V O]         …… 

Among so many semantic roles existing in the universal concept, i.e., 

L-meaning, of the removal verbs, the goal role is profiled in this [V O] construction at 

the P-meaning level.  Then, the particular MOVING frame helps us to understand 

why moving a location (or goal), vuk4 屋 ‘house,’ can be interpreted as moving 

something to the location, and furthermore, can be interpreted as ‘changing one’s 

house.’ 
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4.2.2 [V C] constructions 

    There are still other roles, which are also in the conceptual structure of the 

removal verbs, can appear in [V X] constructions.  Consider examples in (9). 

(9) a. [V Di] construction 

          擤    出來 

          sen3  cut4-loi5 

blow  exit-come (out) 

          ‘to blow one’s nose’ 

        b. [V Re] construction 

          下        空空 

          ha1     kung1-kung1 

          unload    empty 

          ‘to unload completely’ 

In (9a) the direction role cut4-loi5 出來 ‘exit-come (out)’ is succeeded to the action 

sen3 擤 ‘to blow one’s nose’.  It means ‘to blow something out of the nose’ without 

pointing the filth out.  In (9b) the resultant state kung1-kung1 空空 ‘empty’ of the 

source fo3-ca1 貨車 ‘truck’ is described right after the verb ha1 下‘to unload’, 

which means ‘to unload the cargo from the truck, so that the truck becomes empty’.   

These two participant roles are considered as complements, because in some 

grammatical sentence these roles are required.  The examples in (10) can illustrate.  
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(10) a. [V Di] construction 

     佢        桌仔    搬   *(出去)。 

     Gi5  lau1   zok4-e2  ban1  cut4-hi3 

     He   LAU   table  remove  exit-go 

     ‘He moved the table out.’ 

   d. [V Re] construction 

     佢          房間      清   *(空空) 

     Gi5  lau1   fong5-gien1  cin3  kung1-kung1 

     He   LAU    room      clear   empty 

     ‘He cleared the room.’ 

In (10), either the source role cut4-hi3出去 ‘exit-go’ or the goal role kung1-kung1 空

空 ‘empty’, has to be profiled after the removal verb.  Otherwise, the sentence will 

be incomplete.  Hence, unlike the adjuncts,
6
 these [V X] constructions are together 

considered as [V C] constructions.   

Like [V O] constructions, legitimate [V C] constructions have two conditions as 

well.  For the lexical frame, the complements need to be prominent enough to be 

profiled, while the others are shaded.  For the syntactic structure, on the other hand, 

[V C] constructions are able to point out the actions and the complements affected by 

the actions.  Due to these two conditions, the lexical frame and the syntactic 

structure will then be semantically compatible to each other.  Therefore, the verbal 

meanings can integrate with the constructions.  In the following paragraphs, we will 

                                                 
6
 The detailed comparison between complements and adjuncts will be clarified in section 4.2.3. 
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expound how different integrations between verbs and complements bring about the 

grammaticality of [V C] constructions. 

Gao (2001) distinguishes nine directional verbal compounds in Mandarin 

functioning as directional complements that will be discussed in relation to the 

physical action verb, as in Table 4.5.   

Table 4.5 Directional verbal compounds in Mandarin             (Gao 2001: 71) 

 

a. chu1-lai2 出來 ‘exit-come’ outward movement 

b. chuu1-qu4 出去 ‘exit-go’   outward movement 

c. guo4-lai2 過來 ‘cross-come’ 
1. moving towards the speaker 

2 turning around towards the speaker 

d. guo4-chu4 過去 ‘cross-go’ 

1. moving away from the speaker                      

2. turning the side away from the 

speaker 

e. shang4-lai2 上來 ‘ascend-come’ motion from a lower to a higher position 

f. shang4-qu4 上去 ‘ascend-go’ 

1. motion from a lower to a higher 

position  

2. distance far away from the speaker 

g. xia4-lai2 下來 ‘descend-come’ 

1. motion from a higher to a lower 

position                              

2. moving something away from a 

position 

h. xia4-qu4 下去 ‘descend-go’ 

1. moving from a higher to a lower 

position                               

2.moving something from somewhere 

i. qi3-lai2 起來 ‘rise-come’ upward movement 
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Following Gao’s study, we examine these nine directional compounds with verbs of 

removal in Hakka, and their combination of the verbs into compounds forms in the [V 

Di] construction.  A legitimate [V Di] construction requires the direction role to be 

profiled in the lexical frame and the syntactic structure denoting the action and the 

entity, i.e., the path, affected by the motion.  As we can see in Table 4.6, the 

allowance for the direction roles in [V Di] constructions is different from verb to verb. 

Table 4.6 Argument realizations of verbs of removal in [V Di] constructions in Hakka 

 

Lexical items 

ban1 搬 

‘to remove’ 

got2 割 

‘to cut’ 

cin1 清 

‘to clear’ 

sen3 擤 

‘to blow 

one’s nose’ 

cut8 捽 

‘to wipe’ 

ha1 下 

‘to unload’ 

Participant 

role 
[Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Go, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

Conflated 

element 
n/a Instrument Result Source Manner Direction 

Profiled 

argument 

(Direction) 

cut4-hi3 出去出去出去出去 

‘out’ 

ha1-loi5 下來下來下來下來 

‘down’ 

cut4- hi3 出去出去出去出去 

‘out’ 

cut- loi5 出來出來出來出來 

out 

hi4-lo15 起來起來起來起來 

upward 

* 

[V Direction] 

construction 

ban1 

cut4-hi3 搬出去  

‘to remove 

(sth) out’ 

got4 ha1-loi5 割下來 

‘to cut down’ 

cin1 cut4-hi3 清出去 

‘to clear out’ 

sen3 

cut4-loi5 擤出來 

‘to blow out 

one’s nose’ 

cut8 hi2- loi5捽起來 

‘to wipe clean’ 

* 

Only ha1下 ‘to unload’ can not occur in the [V Di] construction, since the direction 

meaning is already conflated in the removal verb ha1下 ‘to unload’.  Hence, taking 

the complement denoting a downward direction, like ha1-loi5下來 ‘decend-come’ or 

ha1-hi3下去 ‘decend-go’ results in redundancy, while taking the other directional 
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complement, like song1-loi5上來 ‘ascend-come’ or cut4-hi3出去 ‘exit-go’, results 

in semantic incompatibility.   

Although got2 割 ‘to cut’, cin1 清 ‘to clear’, sen3 擤 ‘to blow one’s nose’, 

and cut8 捽  ‘to wipe’ can have the direction roles as their complements, the 

variations of directional patterns are strictly limited.  Sen3 擤 ‘to blow one’s nose’, 

like pi3 呸 ‘spit’, a verb incorporated with body-waste Source, only takes directional 

phrase cut4-loi5 出來 ‘exit-come’ for its complement.  Cin1 清 ‘to clear’, with a 

container concept referring to its source, only combines with horizontal directional 

complements like cut4-hi3 出去 ‘exit-go’ or cut4-loi5 出來 ‘exit-come’.  Got2 割 

‘to cut’, on the other hand, takes horizontal directional complements, parallel to hand 

level, without a container concept, such as go3-loi5 過來 ‘cross-come’ or go3-hi3 

過去 ‘cross-go’.  It also takes vertical directional complements, mainly downward, 

like ha1-loi5 下來 ‘descend-come’ or ha1 hi3 下去 ‘descend-go’.  Cut8 捽 ‘to 

wipe’ only works with the upward movement, qi3-loi2 起來 ‘rise-come’, meaning 

‘to wipe something off’.
7
  Last, ban1 搬 ‘to remove’ can freely combine with nine 

directional compounds in the [V Di] constructions since it is a neutral verb without 

specifying any direction meaning in its lexical meaning.  Take ban1搬 ‘to remove’ 

                                                 
7

 Huang and Chang (1996) studies the various V-qilai constructions in Mandarin based on 

metaphorical extension.  According to their analysis, there are three meanings, including the 

directional-qilai, the inchoative-qilai, and the completive-qilai, derived from the basic one through the 

interaction with the lexical semantics of different classes of verbs (H&C 1996: 202).    They also 

mention that movement words, which is compatible with the directional reading, like cut8捽 ‘to wipe’ 

in Hakka, are ambiguous in these meanings, but can be disambiguated by context (H&C 1996: 205). 
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for example; the integration of verbal meanings and the constructions is revealed in 

Figure 4.5. 

Figure 4.5 The L-meaning/P-meaning model of BAN in the [V Di] construction 

 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Go, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meaning             搬           搬            搬           搬          

[Patient]       [Source]        [Goal]          [Direction]       

 

 

particular frame                   MOVING MOVING 

 

 

thematic core        acts upon Y      acts upon Y      acts upon Y     acts in the       

direction Y       

 

 

syntactic structure       [V O]         [VC]         [VC]        [V C]          

The P-meaning of ban1 搬  ‘to remove’ points out that the direction role is 

perspectivized in this context.  Through the thematic core ‘acts in the Direction Y’, 

the direction role is manifested from the lexical meaning to the syntactic structure. 

Last, when the complements specify the result roles, the resultant states have 

several possibilities, referring to the result of the agent after performing an action, or 

that of the patient after being influenced by an action, or that of the source and the 

goal after an action is performed.  Again, a grammatical [V C] construction requires 

semantic compatibility between lexical meanings and syntactic structures.  For the 
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former, the result role should be profiled.  For the latter, the [V Re] construction 

represents the action and the state after the action is performed.  Because the 

resultant state can be profiled from various perspectives, the result role is taken by 

verbs much more freely.    All six removal verbs can be manifested in the [V Re] 

constructions, as illustrated in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7 Argument realizations of verbs of removal in [V R] constructions in Hakka 

 

Lexical item 

ban1 搬 

‘to remove’ 

got2 割 

‘to cut’ 

cin1 清 

‘to clear’ 

sen3 擤 

‘to blow one’s 

nose’ 

cut8 捽 

‘to wipe’ 

ha1 下 

‘to unload’ 

Participant role [Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Go, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

Conflated 

element 
n/a Instrument Result Source Manner Direction 

Profiled 

argument 

(Result) 

ciang5-ciang5 淨淨淨淨淨淨淨淨 

‘clean’ 

ciang5-ciang5 淨淨淨淨淨淨淨淨 

‘clean’ 

kung1 空空空空 

‘empty’ 

ciang5-ciang5 淨淨淨淨淨淨淨淨 

‘clean’ 

ciang5-ciang5 淨淨淨淨淨淨淨淨 

‘clean’ 

kung1-kung1 空空空空空空空空 

‘empty’ 

[V Result] 

construction 

ban1 

ciang5-ciang5 搬淨淨  

‘to empty out’ 

got4 

ciang5-ciang5 割淨淨 

‘to completely 

cut (sth)’ 

cin1 kung1 清空 

‘to clear 

(sth) off’ 

sen3 

ciang5-ciang5 擤淨淨 

‘to blow… 

clean’ 

cut8 

ciang5-ciang5 捽淨淨 

‘to wipe clean’ 

ha1 

kung1-kung1 下空空 

‘to unload 

emptily’ 

 

As we have mentioned above, all removal verbs can be modified by all kinds of 

results.  The combination is free and productive.  The situations we discuss in Table 

4.7 all describe the resultant states of the source.  There are some other situations 

describing the results of other roles.  For example, sen3 fung5-fung5 擤紅紅 ‘to be 

blown red’ means the nose (the source role) becomes red after blowing; got4 fai2-tet4

割壞-忒 ‘to be cut broken’means the knife (the instrument role) is broken.  
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One point has to be noticed here.  Although cin1清 ‘to clear’ has conflated 

with the result in its lexical meaning, it can still take the result roles without 

redundancy.  It is because that these result complements are used to remark the 

nuance of the resultant state additionally.  The integration process is shown in Figure 

4.6.  

Figure 4.6 The L-meaning/P-meaning model of CIN in the [V Re] construction 

 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Go, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meaning             清           清            清            清  

[Patient]       [Source]       [Direction]       [Result] 

 

 

 

thematic core        acts upon Y      acts upon Y      acts in the           acts with the 

direction Y       result Y 

 

 

syntactic structure      [V O]          [V C]         [V C]         [V C] 

With the conflated result role in the L-meaning, cin1 清 ‘to clear’ profiles the same 

role to emphasize the resultant state after ‘clearing’.  The result of clearing may have 

different situations, such as ‘clean’, ‘neat’, etc.  And the expression cin1 kung1 清空 

‘to clear (sth) off’ in Table 4.6 points out the resultant state ‘empty’ after clearing. 
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4.2.3 Adjuncts 

    As to the rest of the roles, the instrument, manner, benefactive, and comate roles, 

none of these roles appears in the [V X] constructions.  Different from the 

complements we have discussed in section 4.2.2, these roles are considered as 

adjuncts.    Mathew (1981: 124-6) proposes a list of criteria for justifying the 

complement-adjunct distinction.  First, the type of semantic relation that holds 

between the dependent and its head: The complement is a participant in the event, 

while the adjunct is a circumstantial dependent.  Second, the presence of 

collocational relations: The presence of a collocational relation implies that the 

syntactic dependent is a complement, and the absence of collocational relations 

implies that the syntactic dependent is an adjunct.  Mathew’s third criterion is 

whether or not the expression of the dependent is obligatory.   The last criterion is 

about latency, which is the requirement for a definite interpretation of a dependent if 

that dependent is left syntactically unexpressed.  The example of a complement and 

an adjunct is given in (11): 

(11) 佢  [用   抹桌布] adjunct  捽   [桌仔] complement。 

        Gi5 yiung3 mi5-zok4-bu3  cut8  zok4-e2 

   He  use    wiper       wipe  table 

        ‘He wiped the table with a wiper.’ 
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The table is a participant in the event, and the wiper describes the instrument with 

which the action proceeded.  Then, the absence of a collocational relation between 

‘wipe’ and ‘wiper’ implies the prepositional phrase is an adjunct.  Additionally, the 

table in (11) is an obligatory element of the transitive clause, but ‘with a wiper’ is an 

optional element of the same clause.  Last, one can say cut8 ciang5-ciang5 捽淨淨

‘to wipe clean’ only when a definite referent for the direct object is accessible in the 

discourse context (e.g., the table).   

     Furthermore, if we think over again with respect to those roles which are 

conflated and which are profiled or not in a [V X] construction, we can make a rough 

distinction among six verbs, as shown in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8 Core and peripheral roles of verbs of removal in Hakka  

 

Role 
Verbs of removal in Hakka 

Conflated Core Peripheral 

ban1搬 

‘to remove’ 
n/a Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Re Ins, Man, Be, Co 

got2割 

‘to cut’ 
Ins Ag, Pa, So, Di, Re Go, Man, Be, Co 

cin1清 

‘to clear’ 
Re Ag, Pa, So, Di, Re Go, Ins, Man, Be, Co 

sen3擤 

‘to blow one’s nose’ 
So Ag, Pa, Di, Re Go, Ins, Man, Be, Co 

cut8捽 

‘to wipe’ 
Man Ag, Pa, So, Di, Re Go, Ins, Man, Be, Co 

ha1下 

‘to unload’ 
Di Ag, Pa, So, Re Go, Ins, Man, Be, Co 
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For sen3 擤 ‘to blow one’s nose’ and ha1 下 ‘to unload’, the roles which are 

conflated in their lexical meanings can not be profiled in [V X] constructions; for the 

other verbs, the conflated roles might be profiled in [V X] constructions or in adjuncts.  

In addition, roles which can be profiled in [V X] constructions are core roles, while 

roles which cannot be profiled in [V X] constructions are peripheral roles.  Core 

roles can appear in both [V X] constructions and adjuncts, depending on the 

information prominence of the context.  However, peripheral roles may only be 

profiled in adjuncts.   Accordingly, sections 4.3 and 4.4 will illustrate how core and 

peripheral roles interact with larger constructions such as BUN and LAU 

constructions, respectively. 

4.2.4 The generalization of [V X] constructions 

     To give a brief summary, we have seen the nuance integrations between verbs 

and constructions from two [V X] constructions, the [V O] constructions, including [V 

Pa], [V So], and [V Go] constructions, and the [V C] constructions, including [V Di], 

[V Re] constructions.  A legitimate [V X] construction always exhibits certain 

compatibility between the lexical frame and the syntactic structure, which can be 

demonstrated through the modified two-level meaning model.  Take a [V Pa] 

construction for example.  Almost every patient role of the verb integrates with its 
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syntactic structure, because of their semantic compatibility.  From the representation 

of the L-meaning/P-meaning model, we may conclude that the [V Pa] construction 

simply highlights the patient role (P-meaning), which already exists in the lexical 

frame (L-meaning).  The same situation occurs in the other four constructions, [V 

So], [V Go], [V Di], [V Re] constructions, as well.  A little difference in [V So] or [V 

Go] constructions is that some particular frame has to be considered together with its 

lexical frame, such as the MOVING frame with the verbal frame of ban1 搬 ‘to 

remove’, the FARMING frame with that of got2 割 ‘to cut’.   

As to those illegitimate [V X] constructions, there are several possibilities.  

First, the profiled element causes redundancy, because it has already conflated in the 

verbal meaning.  For example, the source role, pi3 鼻  ‘nose’, in [V So] 

constructions associated with the verb sen3 擤 ‘to blow one’s nose’, or the direction 

role, ha1 hi3 下去 ‘descend-go’, in [V Di] constructions with the verbs ha1 下 ‘to 

unload’.  Second, the profiled element causes semantic incompatibility, which 

includes two situations.  One is that the participant role is not prominent enough to 

be profiled in the [V X] construction.  For example, the goal is not focused in the 

removing action, so the goal roles of the removal verbs, except for ban1 搬 ‘to 

remove’, cannot be profiled in the [V Go] constructions.  The other situation is when 

the supposed profiled participant role does not belong to its verbal frame.  The 
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directional compound, song1 loi3上來 ‘ascend-come’ denotes an opposite direction 

to the verbal meaning of ha1下 ‘to unload’.  It means that the direction role song1 

loi3上來 ‘ascend-come’ is never part of the conceptual frame of ha1下 ‘to unload’.  

Last, as to those roles which cannot be profiled in [V X] constructions, we will 

discuss them later as they are in other constructions, which are treated as adjuncts 

traditionally. 

4.3 BUN constructions 

Lai (2001) illustrates that BUN in Hakka exhibits five grammatical functions.  

Being a verb, BUN involves two functions.  First, in (12a-b), BUN acts like a 

double-object verb, involving dative alternation.  Second, BUN can be used as a 

causative verb, indicating giving someone the permission to do something, as in (12c).  

In (10d), BUN becomes a goal marker, marking the recipient of the giving activity.  

The use of BUN in (10e) appears to link two clauses.  Last, BUN in (12f) functions 

as an agent marker, denoting the following noun phrase as the performer of the action. 

(12) a. 佢   分   一    枝   筆    。              (Lai 2001: 139) 

Gi5  bun1  yit4  zii5  bit4  nga5i. 

           He  BUN  one  CL  pen  me 

           ‘He gave a pen to me.’ 
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         b. 佢   分        一    枝   筆 。 

Gi5  bun1  ngai5  yit4   zii1  bit4 

           He  BUN   me    one   CL  pen 

           ‘He gave me a pen.’ 

         c. 佢    會    分        去    台北 。 

Gi5   voi3  bun1  ngai5  hi3   toi5-bet4 

           He  would  BUN  me    go  Taipei 

           ‘He would let me go to Taipei.’ 

         d. 佢    送    一    枝     筆     分      。 

Gi5  sung3  yit4   zii1   bit4    bun1   ngai5 

            He   give   one   CL    pen    BUN   me 

            ‘He gave to pen to me.’ 

         e. 佢    帶    東西       分     狗仔    食 。 

Gi5  dai3  dung1-xi1   bun1   gieu2-e2  siit8 

            He  bring   thing      BUN    dog     eat 

            ‘He brought the food for the dog to eat.’ 

         f. 佢    分        打 。 

Gi5  bun1  ngai5  da2 

            He  BUN  me  beat 

            ‘He was beaten by me.’ 

     Among these five functions, only two of them will be discussed in section 4.3, 

goal-marking and agent-marking.  Since the use of the verb, as a giving verb or a 

causative verb, which has its own conceptual frame, does not have direct interaction 

with verbs of removal in discussion, the two functions will not be discussed here.  

Furthermore, when BUN acts like a complementizer, connecting two clauses, the 
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meaning scope of the whole sentence is beyond that of verbs of removal.  That is, the 

complimentizer BUN does not directly integrate with verbs of removal, and will not 

be discussed, either.  In section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we will discuss the two remainder 

functions in terms of the roles they may profile, the goal role and the agent role.  

Section 4.3.3 is the generalization of BUN constructions. 

4.3.1 Profiling goal 

     In this section, we examine the integration of the goal-marking BUN and the 

verbs of removal in grammatical [V X] constructions.  Take ban1搬 ‘to remove’ for 

example; only [V O] or [V Pa] constructions can combine with BUN constructions, as 

in (13), while [V C] constructions cannot do so, as illustrated in (14). 

(13) 佢     搬   桌子     分    ∕*屋 。 

     Gi5  ban1  zok4-e2  bun1  ngai5 / * vuk4 

     He  move   table    BUN   me / house 

     ‘He moved a table to me/*the house.’ 

(14) a. *佢    搬    屋    分    。 

       Gi5  ban1  vuk4  bun1  ngai5 

       He  move  house  BUN  me 

       ‘*He moved the house to me.’     

    b. */?佢    搬    出去    分     。 

        Gi5  ban1  cut4-hi3  bun1  ngai5 

        He  move   exit-go  BUN  me 

        ‘*He moved out to me.’     
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    c. */?佢    搬       淨淨      分     。 

        Gi5  ban1  ciang5-ciang5  bun1  ngai5 

        He  move     empty      BUN  me 

        ‘*He moved empty to me.’     

In sentence (13), the goal role profiled by BUN is asked to be animate, which is more 

like a recipient role.  If we want to profile an inanimate role, we have to incorporate 

another construction, the DO constructions in Hakka.  From (14a) to (14c), all the 

grammatical [V X] constructions of ban1 搬 ‘to remove’ fail to occur in BUN 

constructions.  Take 搬 in [V So] constructions for instance; the failure integration 

can de displayed through the L-meaning/P-meaning model, as in Figure 4.7. 

Figure 4.7 The integration of [V So] and [BUN Go] constructions in BAN 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings                       搬                   搬 

                                [So]           [Go] 

 

particular frames                MOVING 

 

 

thematic cores                  acts upon Y         to Z 

 

 

* 

integrated thematic core          acts upon Y and causes Y to go Z 

 

 

syntactic structure                            *[V NP BUN NP] 
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As we can see in Figure 4.7, the L-meaning lays out the universal concept of verbs of 

removal; the core roles in the verbal meaning of ban1 搬 ‘to remove’ are highlighted 

with boldface, while the peripheral ones are not.  Next, the P-meanings profile the 

source and goal roles which we focus in the [V So] and [BUN Go] constructions, 

respectively.  However, the integrated thematic core results in a meaningless 

sentence, because we cannot ‘move a house and cause the house to go to the Goal’.  

Therefore, the syntactic structure [V NP BUN NP] in (14a) is ungrammatical.   

The same problem occurs in (14b) and (14c) as well.  There are two 

interpretations in (14b).  It is ungrammatical because the integrated thematic core of 

[V Di] and [BUN Go] results in ‘acts in the direction Y and causes Y to go Z’.  And 

it is odd because we cannot cause a ‘direction’ to go anywhere.  On the other hand, 

one may treat it as a problematic sentence because he or she feels something such as 

the patient role should have been mentioned.  The [V Di] construction of BAN 

implies that some patient role has been moved out.  When the [V Di] construction 

has been combined with [BUN Go], it implies an integrated thematic core like ‘acts 

upon Y (the patient) and causes Y (the patient) to go Z’.  That is, the patient role is 

still focused in terms of the direction.  Therefore, if the syntactic structure does not 

reveal a grammatic position for the patient role, the mapping of the integrated 

thematic core and the syntactic structure would be challenged.  This problem can be 
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solved if we use the LAU construction to profile the patient role, which will be 

discussed in section 4.4.1.   

The problem of sentence (14c) is the same as that of (14b).  The only 

difference is that the implied but focused semantic element in the [V Re] construction 

is the source role, not the patient role.  The expression ciang5-ciang5 淨淨 ‘empty’ 

is describing the resultant state of the place which the patient is moved from.   And 

when the syntactic structure lacks the position of the source role, the integration of the 

verbal meaning and the construction will be blocked.  This problem can also be 

solved if we have the LAU construction to bring out the source role in the same 

sentence.  We will have a detailed discussion in section 4.4.2.  

On the contrary, the integrated thematic role of [V Pa] and [BUN Go] is 

grammatical in that it indicates ‘to move a table and cause the table to go to the goal’, 

as illustrated in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 The integration of [V Pa] and [BUN Go] constructions in BAN 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings                       搬                   搬 

                                [Pa]           [Go] 

 

 

thematic cores                  acts upon Y        to Z 

 

 

 

integrated thematic core          acts upon Y and causes Y to go Z 

 

 

syntactic structure                             [V NP BUN NP] 

Figure. 4.8 displays the integration of the [V Pa] and [BUN Go] construction in 

sentence (13).  The L-meaning shows the universal concept structure of the removal 

verbs, including the core roles and regular peripheral roles.  At the P-meaning level, 

the patient role and the goal role are windowed in the context, and each has its 

thematic core to map with.  Through the combination of two thematic roles, the 

meaningful integrated thematic core is formed, and hence brings out the grammatical 

sentence structure, [V NP BUN NP]. 
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4.3.2 Profiling agent 

     The BUN construction that profiles the agent role is [NP BUN NP V], as 

illustrated in (12f), repeated below. 

(15) 佢    分         打 。 

Gi5  bun1  ngai5  da2 

          He  BUN   me    beat 

          ‘He was beaten by me.’ 

Lai (2001) points out that the competition of verbhood between BUN and da2 打 

‘beat’ happens in this serial verb construction, and BUN was decategorized into a 

preposition.  However, the causative sense of BUN is remained, which implies that 

the subject allows the object to take over the action denoted.  Moreover, if the action 

done by the object has some impact on the subject, BUN acquires an agent-marking 

sense, indicating that the object turns out to be the agent of the action, while the 

subject becomes the patient.  Accordingly, the passive construction is brought about.   

Examining the integration of the agent-marking BUN and the verbs of removal 

in this passive construction, we find out that all the patient roles, originally in active 

[V Pa] constructions can map with the subject positions.  Take cin1 清 ‘to clear’ for 

instance.   
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(16) a. 佢    清    哩      垃圾。 

Gi5  cin1   le1     lep4-sep4 

           He   clear  PART
8
    garbage 

           ‘He cleared garbage.’ 

b. 垃圾       分   佢   清    空空。 

Lep4-sep4  bun1  gi5  cin1  kung1-kung1 

           Garbage    BUN  he  clear  empty 

           ‘The garbage is cleared emptily by him.’ 

The sentence in (16a) is an active construction, embracing the [V Pa] construction.  

The agent role gi5 佢 ‘he’ is in the subject position, and the patient role lep4-sep4 

垃圾 ‘garbage’ is in the object position, as we discussed in section 4.2.1.  Le1 哩 is 

an aspect marker denoting a finished action.  In (16b), the passive construction, BUN, 

as an agent marker, maps the agent role with the object position, and the patient role 

with the subject position.  It means that the action cin1 清 ‘to clear’ done by object 

gi5 佢  ‘he’ has a direct impact on the subject lep4-sep4 垃圾  ‘garbage’.  

Kung1-kung1 空空 ‘empty’ marks the resultant state of the source.  The aspect 

marker le1 哩 in (16a) and the resultant state kung1-kung1 空空 ‘empty’ in (16b) 

are obligatory adjuncts, one way of marking a clause informative; that is, providing a 

successful focus (G&A 2001). 

                                                 
8
 The abbreviation ‘PART’ is used for the grammatical function ‘particles.’ 
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In addition to the patient roles, the source roles, originally in grammatical [V So] 

constructions can also map with the subject positions in passive constructions, as 

illustrated in (17). 

     (17) a. 佢   捽    哩   桌仔。 

           Gi5  cut8  let1   zok4-e2 

           He  wipe  PART  table 

           ‘He wiped the table.’ 

         b. 桌仔     分   佢   擦      淨淨。 

           Zok4-e2  bun1  gi5  cut8  ciang5-ciang5 

           Table    BUN  he   wipe    clean 

           ‘The table was wiped clean by him.’ 

As to (17a), we have discussed in 4.2.2 that the image of ‘clearing something’ highly 

overlaps with the image of ‘clear some place’.  And the overlapping image results in 

the grammatical [V So] construction.  The source role, like the patient role, is 

mapped with the object position.  Similarly, this overlapping image occurs in the 

passive construction as well.  In (17b), zok4-e2 桌仔 ‘the table’, which is directly 

influenced by the action cut8 捽 ‘to wipe’, is assigned to the subject position, while 

BUN assigns the agent role to the object position, in which gi5 佢 ‘he’ occurs.   

     The interaction of the active construction and the passive construction can be 

explained by the two-level meaning model.  Take (16) for example, as shown in 

Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9 The integration of [V Pa] and [BUN Ag] constructions in CIN 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Di, Re, Go, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings                       清                   清 

                                [Ag]           [Pa] 

 

 

thematic cores                  acted by X       Y be acted 

 

 

 

integrated thematic core                Y be acted by X 

 

 

syntactic structure                             [NP BUN NP V] 

In Figure 4.9, the L-meaning level displays the universal concept of the removal verb, 

and distinguishes the core roles which is specific to the verb ban1 搬 ‘to remove’.  

Then, the P-meaning level profiles the roles we are focusing on, the agent and the 

patient roles.  Each role has its corresponding thematic core depending on the 

context.  After each thematic core is integrated, the syntactic structure is 

succeedingly brought out. 

4.3.3 The generalization of BUN constructions 

     We have discussed the goal-marking and the agent-marking functions of the 

BUN construction.    When BUN is used as a goal marker, only the [V O] or [V Pa] 

construction can combine with it to form a grammatical structure like [V NP(Pa) BUN 
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NP(Go)].  Here, the goal role is much more like a patient role, because of its 

animating trait.  In addition, [V C] constructions cannot appear in the BUN 

construction profiling the goal role, because the integrated thematic core of [V C] 

construction and the BUN construction will result in a meaningless sentence or an 

incomplete sentence. 

     When BUN is used as an agent marker, it brings out a passive construction as 

well.  Only the patient roles and some source roles can be the subjects of the passive 

constructions, because these roles are directly influenced by the action, corresponding 

to its thematic core ‘Y be acted’.  Through the integration with the thematic core of 

the BUN construction, ‘acted by X’, the grammatical structure is formed.   

It is noticed that the same two semantic roles, the agent and the patient roles can 

be also profiled in an active construction.   Take (16a) for example, repeated in (18).   

(18) 佢   清    哩    垃圾。 

Gi5  cin1  let1   lep4-sep4 

         He  clear  PART  garbage 

‘He cleared garbage.’ 

In the active sentence (18), Gi5 佢 ‘he’ is the subject of the sentence and the 

agent role of the action as well, while lep4-sep4 垃圾 ‘garbage’ is the object and the 

patient.  The two-level meaning analysis is displayed in Figure. 4.10. 
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Figure 4.10 The active construction of CIN 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Di, Re, Go, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings                       清                   清 

                                [Ag]           [Pa] 

 

 

thematic cores                    X acts        acts upon Y 

 

 

 

integrated thematic core                 X acts upon Y 

 

 

syntactic structure                               [NP V NP] 

Comparing Figure 4.10 with Figure 4.9, we find that there is no difference between 

the L-meaning level and the P-meaning level.  However, the thematic cores show the 

differences, depending on the speaker’s choice.  When the speaker emphasizes on 

the agent role more than the patient roles, he or she will choose the active voice.  It 

can also explain the sentence in (19). 

     (19) 佢   清    過     哩。 

Gi5  cin1  go3    le1 

         He  clear  PART  PART 

‘He has cleared.’ 

In (19), the patient role which is cleared through the action does not appear in the 

sentence.  And this sentence is still acceptable if there is enough information in the 
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context.  On the other hand, the speaker uses the passive voice to put emphasis on 

the patient roles rather than the agent roles.  We also have the passive construction 

without the agent role, as illustrated in (20). 

     (20) 垃圾       分    清    忒    哩。 

Lep4-sep4  bun1  cin1   tet4   le1 

         Garbage    BUN  clear  drop  PART 

         ‘The garbage has been cleared off.’ 

In sentence (20), the patient role is the most prominent role in the context, and is 

mapped to the most prominent subject position.  Although the agent role does not 

appear, it is still implied by the BUN construction.  If the context has enough 

information, we can figure it out, too. The implicit agent role is implied by the BUN 

construction.   Furthermore, it will become a more idiomatic expression if BUN is 

not expressed.  Take (21) for example. 

     (21) 垃圾       清    忒    哩。 

Lep4-sep4  cin1   tet4   le1 

         Garbage    clear  drop  PART 

         ‘The garbage has been cleared off.’ 

In (21), both BUN and the agent role are omitted, but the passive meaning is still 

remained.  It is said that the whole pattern [NP V TET] turns out to be a fixed 

construction, a form-meaning unit, expressing passive voice without the passive 
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marker, BUN. 

     We have analyzed the integration of [V X] constructions and the BUN 

construction.  In the next section, the interaction of [V X] constructions and LAU 

constructions, and that of adjuncts and LAU constructions will be examined 

thoroughly. 

4.4 LAU constructions 

     Lai (2003a, b) presents that Hakka LAU, similar to Mandarin BA and 

Taiwanese Southern Min KA, marks multiple roles functioning as a patient marker, a 

source marker, a goal marker, a benefactive marker, and a comitative marker, as 

shown in (22), respectively. 

     (22) a. 阿明         杯仔   打爛     哩。          (Lai 2003b: 534) 

           A1-min5  lau1  bi1-e2  da2-lan3  le1 

           Amin    LAU  cup    hit-break  PART 

           ‘Amin broke the cup.’ 

         b. 阿英        佢    借     錢。 

           A1-min5  lau1   gi5   zia3   cien5 

           Amin    LAU  him  borrow  money 

           ‘Amin borrowed money from him.’ 

         c. 阿英        阿明    講     故事。 

           A1-yin1  lau1  A1-min5  gong2  gu2-sii3 

           Ayin    LAU  Amin    tell     story 

           ‘Ayin told a story to Amin.’ 
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         d. 阿英       其    賴仔    買    一   坵   田。 

           A1-yin1  lau1  gia1  lai3-e2  mai1  yit4  kiu1  tien5 

           Ayin    LAU  her    son    buy   one  CL
9
   land 

           ‘Ayin bought a piece of land for her son.’ 

         e. 阿英        阿姨   共下       去   街頂。 

           A1-yin1  lau1  a1-yi5  kiung3-ha3  hi3  gie1-dang2 

           Ayin    LAU   aunt   together     go  downtown 

           ‘Ayin, together with her aunt, went downtown.’ 

In the following sections, these five functions will be analyzed from the two-level 

meaning perspective.  Section 4.4.1 studies the interaction of [V X] constructions 

and LAU constructions in profiling the patient, source, and goal roles, which are 

either objects or complements as we discussed in the 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.  In section 

4.4.2, we will investigate how the roles which are considered as adjuncts in 4.2.3 

integrate with LAU constructions.  Section 4.4.3 is the generalization of LAU 

constructions. 

4.4.1 Profiling patient, source and goal 

     First let us consider how LAU constructions profile patient roles in a complete 

sentence.  Consider the following examples. 

     (23) a. 佢       桌仔    搬    出去。 

           Gi5  lau1  zok4-e2  ban1  cut4-hi3 

           He   LAU  table   remove  out 

                                                 
9
 The abbreviation ‘CL’ is used for the grammatical function ‘classifiers.’ 
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           ‘He moved out the table.’ 

         b. 佢        汗     捽    淨淨。 

            Gi5  lau1  hon3   cut8  ciang5-ciang5 

            He   LAU  sweat  wipe   clean 

            ‘He wiped off sweat.’ 

Either in example (23a) or (23b) in which a disposal meaning is detected, LAU marks 

its noun phrase as a patient role, indicating that it is zok4-e2 桌仔 ‘table’ or hon3 汗 

‘sweat’ that has undergone a change of state caused by the action of removing or 

wiping.  The only difference is that the LAU construction in (23a) interacts with the 

[V Di] construction and the LAU construction in (23b) interacts with the [V Re] 

construction.   The two-level meaning analyses are illustrated in Figure 4.11 and 

Figure 4.12, respectively.   

 

 

Figure 4.11 The integration of [LAU Pa] and [V Di] constructions in BAN 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings                       搬                   搬 

                                [Pa]           [Di] 
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thematic cores                  dispose Y        acts in the  

                                             direction Z 

 

 

 

integrated thematic core            dispose Y in the direction Z 

 

 

syntactic structure                             [LAU NP V C] 

The L-meaning displays the universal concept of the removal verbs and specifies the 

core roles in BAN.  The P-meaning level profiles the patient role and the Direction 

role we are focusing on in the context.  Different from the [V Pa] construction, 

which also profiles the patient role, the [LAU Pa] construction here emphasizes the 

disposive manner, which reflects in its thematic core.  Through the integrated 

thematic core, the grammatical syntactic structure is revealed.  Let us also consider 

the integration in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12 The integration of [LAU Pa] and [V Re] constructions in CUT 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Di, Re, Go, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings                       捽                   捽 

                                [Pa]           [Re] 

 

 

thematic cores                  dispose Y       acts with the  

                                             result Z 

 

 

 

integrated thematic core            dispose Y with the result Z 

 

 

syntactic structure                             [LAU NP V C] 

The L-meaning level again lists all the semantic roles in the universal concept of the 

removal verbs, while the core roles of cut8 捽 ‘to wipe’ are specific.  The patient 

and result roles are profiled in the P-meaning level, and they map with the thematic 

cores depending on the speaker’s choice.  Finally, the chosen thematic chosen 

thematic cores are integrated to form a corresponding syntactic structure. 

     In section 4.2.2 We have discussed that a [V So] construction may profile the 

source role in the context, but some of the removal verbs, like sen3 擤 ‘to blow’ and 

ha1 下 ‘to unload’, cannot have this construction.  However, we can profile all the 

source roles if we use LAU constructions.  Consider the examples as follows. 
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(24) a. 佢        鼻公     擤     淨淨。 

      Gi5  lau1  pi3-gung1  sen3   ciang5-ciang5 

      He   LAU   nose     blow   clean 

      ‘He blew his nose clean.’ 

    b. 佢       貨車    下     空空。 

      Gi5  lau1  fo3-ca1  ha1    kung1-kung1 

      He   LAU  truck   unload   empty 

      ‘He unloaded the truck completely.’ 

Through LAU constructions, the source roles of sen3 擤 ‘to blow’ and ha1 下 ‘to 

unload’, which are pi3-gung1 鼻公 ‘nose’ and fo3-ca1 貨車 ‘truck’, can be profiled 

in the sentence.  In addition, the result roles are profiled in [V Re] constructions in 

both sentences.  The analyses are illustrated in Figure 4.13 and 4.14. 

Figure 4.13 The integration of [LAU So] and [V Re] constructions in SEN 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, Di, Re, So, Go, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings                       擤                   擤 

                                [So]           [Re] 

 

 

thematic cores                  dispose Y       acts with the  

                                             result Z 

 

 

 

integrated thematic core            dispose Y with the result Z 

 

 

syntactic structure                             [LAU NP V C] 
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Figure 4.14 The integration of [LAU Pa] and [V Re] constructions in HA 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Re, Di, Go, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings                       下                   下 

                                [So]           [Re] 

 

 

thematic cores                  dispose Y       acts with the  

                                             result Z 

 

 

 

integrated thematic core            dispose Y with the result Z 

 

 

syntactic structure                             [LAU NP V C] 

At the L-meaning level of sen3 擤 ‘to blow’, beside the universal semantic roles of 

the removal verbs and the specified core roles, there is a conflated role, the source 

role, in its meaning concept.  Originally, it is impossible to profile the conflated 

source role in the [V X] construction.  However, we can highlight this conflated role 

through the LAU construction, which reveals the disposive meaning.  At both 

P-meaning levels, the source and the result roles are profiled and mapped with their 

thematic cores.  It means that the sources, pi3-gung1 鼻公 ‘nose’ and fo3-ca1 貨車 

‘truck’, are disposed by the actions sen3 擤 ‘to blow’ and ha1 下 ‘to unload’, and 

then result in the state of ciang5-ciang5 淨淨  ‘clean’ and kung1-kung1 空空 

‘empty’. 
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     Last, the goal role can only be profiled in the [V Go] constructions of ban1 搬 

‘to remove’, which is the neutral removal verb.  It is because all the other removal 

verbs do not pay attention to the place to which the removee will go after the 

removing action.  The same situation happens in LAU constructions.  The LAU 

construction is used to emphasize its following noun phrase disposed by the action 

and to see how this noun phrase is affected during or after the action.  Hence, 

speakers, using the removal verbs, always care much less about the goal roles, 

needless to discuss how these goal roles are disposed.  Even for the neutral verb 

ban1 搬 ‘to remove’, the usage is still controversial, as illustrated in (25).  

(25) ? 佢         房間      搬     來    一     張    桌仔。 

      Gi5  lau1  fong5-gien1  ban1   loi5   yit4   zong1  zok4-e2 

      He   LAU    room     move  come  one    CL    table 

      ‘He moved a table to the room.’ 

In example (25), the goal role of the removing action, fong5-gien1 房間 ‘room’, is 

highlighted in the LAU construction, because the speaker wants to emphasize how it 

is affected by the action.  That is, the room turns out to have one more table in it.
10

  

However, some people feel odd when they hear the sentence, if there is no direction 

signal loi4 來 ‘come’ in the sentence.  And they prefer to use the putting verb 

biong3 放 ‘to put’ instead of the phrase ban1-loi5 搬-來 ‘move-come’.  It is 

                                                 
10

 The benefactive reading will be derived.  Refer to 4.4.2 for detailed discussion. 
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because the central concept of ban1 搬 ‘to remove’ is still ‘removing’ for them.  

Therefore, we can infer that the phrase ban1-vuk4 搬屋 ‘to move (into the house)’, 

which is acceptable to people, is a fixed and highly idiomatic expression. 

4.4.2 Profiling Comate and Benefactive 

     Lai (2003a) argues that the comitative function of LAU includes two different 

types.  One is a comitative preposition, and the other is a coordinative conjunction.  

Both of them express more than one participant.  Some characteristics of the 

predicates may help distinguish the preposition LAU and the conjunction LAU.  

Verbs that inherently involve more than one participant, such as verbs of social 

interaction, verbs of verbal interaction, or verbs of fighting, always select for a 

collective subject, and bring out the conjunctive function of LAU.   On the other 

hand, if the verb does not select a collective subject, it is usually accompanied with an 

adverb such as kiung3-ha3 共下 ‘together’ to indicate that the first subject is doing 

the activity together with the second entity denoted by the LAU construction (Lai 

2003a: 358); take the sentence (26) for example.   

     (26) 佢       阿明      共下     清       垃圾。 

         Gi5  lau1  A1-min5  kiung3-ha3  cin1    lep4-sep4 

         He  LAU   Amin     together   cleared   garbage 

         ‘He and Amin cleared the garbage together.’ 
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The predicate cin1 lep4-sep4 清垃圾 ‘to clear’ does not inherently imply that more 

than one participant is involved, so it does not have to select a collective subject.  

Hence, the sentence brings out a distributive reading.  That is, the first subject, gi5 

佢 ‘he’, together with the noun phrase marked by LAU, Amin, cleared the garbage 

together.  The following model gives an analysis of the sentence. 

Figure 4.15 The integration of [LAU Co] and [V Pa] constructions in CIN 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Di, Re, Go, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings                       清                   清 

                                [Co]           [Pa] 

 

 

thematic cores                    with Z        acts upon Y 

 

 

 

integrated thematic core               acts upon Y with Z 

 

 

syntactic structure                             [LAU NP V NP] 

With the conflated role, the result role at the L-meaning level, cin1 清 ‘to clear’ 

profiles the comate and the patient roles at the P-meaning level.  After combining 

each thematic core, the comative noun phrase is brought out by the LAU construction 

and the patient noun phrase is carried by the [V X] construction. 

     We can also use the two-level meaning model to explain why the verbs that 
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select collective subjects will bring out the conjunctive readings.  Take the sentence 

(27) for instance, and the analysis is shown in Figure 4.16. 

     (27) 阿英        阿明    結婚。                   (Lai 2003a: 358) 

         A1-yin1  lau1  A1-min5  giet4-fun1 

         Ayin    LAU   Amin   marry 

         ‘Ayin and Amin married.’ 

Figure 4.16 LAU as a conjunctive function in GIET-FUN 

L-meaning                       [Ag1, Ag2, Re, Go, Man] 

 

  

P-meanings                               結婚                  

                                      [Ag1+Ag2] 

 

 

thematic cores                          X and Y acts          

 

 

syntactic structure                             [NP LAU NP V] 

The predicate giet4-fun1 結婚 ‘marry’ in example (26) takes two participants, which 

are listed as two agent roles at the L-meaning level in Figure 4.16.  These two agent 

roles are profiled at the P-meaning level and map with the syntactic structure, in 

which the conjunction LAU connects the two corresponding noun phrases, Ayin and 

Amin, as a collective subject. 

     Last, we will discuss the benefactive function of LAU.  According to Lai’s 

(2003a) analysis, some verbal groups, like verbs of creation or verbs of obtaining, 
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express the concept that the subject causes the direct object to exist or be owned for 

the benefit of the indirect object, and then the subject can give it over to the indirect 

object.  The following examples can illustrate this concept: 

     (28) a. Verbs of creation:                             (Lai 2003a: 364ff) 

阿英         佢         煮飯        

A1-yin1  lau1   gi5   ten3   zu2-fan3 

Ayin     LAU  him   help    cook 

‘Ayin helped him to cook.’ 

         b. Verbs of obtaining: 

           其    爸        阿英    買    一   坵   田。 

           Gia1  ba1  lau1   A1-yin1  mai1  yit4  kiu1  tien5 

           His   dad  LAU   Ayin     buy   one  CL   land 

           ‘His father bought a piece of land for Ayin.’ 

     Such a benefactive scenario can be extended to verbs of removal as well.  

Consider the following: 

     (29) a. 阿明         阿英     捽    汗。 

           A1-min5  lau1   A1-yin1  cut8   han3 

           Amin    LAU   Ayin    wipe  sweat 

           ‘Amin wiped sweat for Ayin.’ 

         b. 阿英        阿明     割   田坎。 

           A1-yin1  lau1  A1-min5  got4  tien5-kam1 

           Ayin    LAU   Amin    cut    ridge 

           ‘Ayin cut the grass for Amin.’ 
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Both in example (29a) and in (29b), the noun phrase marked by LAU is the 

beneficiary of the subject doing the activity involved.  Lai (2003a) also mentions that 

the benefactive sense can be linked to the context in which the action performed by 

the subject brings some negative effect to the LAU phrase.  Example (30) can show 

this phenomenon. 

     (30) 阿明         阿英     捽      爛     一   張     桌仔。 

         A1-min5  lau1   A1-yin1  cut8    lan3    yit4  zong1  zok4-e2 

         Amin    LAU   Ayin    wipe  worn-out  one  CL     table 

         ‘Amin wiped broken (one of) Ayin’s table.’ 

In example (30), the predicate cut8-lan3 yit4-zong1 zok4-e2捽爛一張桌仔 ‘to wipe 

broken a table’ indicates that the subject, Amin, causes Ayin’s table to be broken 

because of his wiping action.  The LAU phrase therefore signifies a malefactive 

relation between the participants involved. 

     Let us use the two-level meaning model to analyze the above discussion in 

which a LAU construction profiles the benefactive role, as illustrated in Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.17 The integration of [LAU Be] and [V Pa] constructions in CUT 

L-meaning              [Ag, Pa, So, Di, Re, Go, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings                       捽                   捽 

                                [Be]           [Pa] 

 

 

thematic cores                    for Z         acts upon Y 

 

 

 

integrated thematic core               acts upon Y for Z 

 

 

syntactic structure                             [LAU NP V NP] 

Take example (29a) for example.  Figure 4.17 displays the integration of the LAU 

phrase and the [V X] construction.  The L-meaning of cut8 捽 ‘to wipe’ presents 

the universal concept of the removal verbs, but with the specific conflated manner 

role.  At the P-meaning level, the benefactive role and the patient role are profiled to 

be the focus in the discourse.  These two roles bring out their thematic cores 

separately, and then are integrated into a unified concept.  Finally, the syntactic 

structure combining the LAU phrase and the [V Pa] are constructed. 

4.4.3 The generalization of LAU constructions 

     We have see five functions of LAU constructions.  First, the LAU phrase is 

used as a patient marker to highlight the disposal manner.  And because the focus of 
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the discourse is on the disposing process, the influence on the patient is always 

mentioned in the same context.  Therefore, some description like the direction or the 

result of the affected patient role will appear in the following [V X] construction. 

     In the second case, LAU is considered as a source marker.  We examine the 

verbs such as sen3 擤 ‘to blow’ and ha1 下 ‘to unload’ which cannot occur in [V So] 

constructions originally, but now their source roles can be profiled in LAU 

constructions.  In addition, the LAU phrases here also have disposive meanings, so 

they are always accompanied with the [V X] constructions which describe the effects 

on the source roles.  As a goal-marker, the LAU phrase becomes more restricted in 

its usage.  It is because when people use removal verbs, they do not care where the 

patient will be moved from, not to mention using the LAU phrase to highlight the goal 

roles. 

     The comitative function of a LAU phrase is used as a comitative preposition, 

according to the characteristics of the inherent verbal meaning.  Verbs that involve 

collective readings always bring out the conjunctive functions of LAU.  On the 

contrary, the distributive meanings will be brought out, and are always together with 

the adverb kiung3-ha3 共下  ‘together’.  As to the benefactive or malefactive 

function of LAU, it depends on whether the effect is positive or negative to the party 

marked by the LAU phrase.  To explore the semantic and syntactic complexity of the 
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multiple functions displayed by the LAU constructions, this section, implementing the 

two-level meaning model, has featured the fine-grained integration between verbal 

meanings and LAU constructions.   

     Before finishing our discussion on the LAU construction, let us examine the 

sentences which display some synthetic phenomena among the constructions we’ve 

discussed.  Observe the following expressions: 

     (31) a. 阿英     搬    一    張    桌仔    分    阿明。 

      A1-yin1  ban1  yit4   zong1  zok4-e2  bun1  A1-min5 

      Ayin    move  one    CL    table    BUN  Amin 

           ‘Ayin moved a table to Amin.’ 

         b. 阿英        阿明     搬    一    張    桌仔。 

      A1-yin1  lau1  A1-min5  ban1  yit4  zong1  zok4-e2  

      Ayin    LAU   Amin   move  one   CL    table 

           ‘Ayin moved a table for Amin.’ 

     (32) 阿英        桌仔    搬    出去     分    阿明。 

         A1-yin1  lau1  zok4-e2  ban1  cut4-hi3  bun1  A1-min5 

         Ayin    LAU  table    move   out      to    Amin 

         ‘Ayin moved out the table to Amin.’ 

In example (31), we see the alternation of BUN and LAU phrases when expressing a 

similar context, in which the table (the patient role) was moved by Ayin, and was 

received by Amin.  However, these two constructions display different perspectives 

from the speakers.  In example (31a), the removee, the table, is emphasized and 
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Amin is marked as a goal by BUN; in example (31b), the receiver, Amin, is 

emphasized and marked as a beneficiary by LAU.
11

   

     In example (32), we observe three constructions integrated in one sentence, 

LAU constructions, [V X] constructions, and BUN constructions.  The two-level 

meaning model can display the integration among them, as illustrated in Figure 4.18. 

Figure 4.18 The integration of LAU, [V X] and BUN constructions in BAN 

L-meaning                      [ Ag, Pa, So, Go, Di, Re, Ins, Man, Be, Co] 

 

  

P-meanings                       搬                    搬            搬 

                                [Pa]            [Di]           [Go] 

 

 

thematic cores                  dispose Y      acts in the        to (the 

                                           direction Z     destination) W 

 

 

 

integrated thematic core         dispose Y in the direction Z to (the destination) W 

 

 

syntactic structure                                [LAU NP V C BUN NP] 

The L-meaning level in Figure 4.18 displays the consistent pattern of ban1 搬 ‘to 

remove’ as we have discussed in other constructions.  What is different is that there 

are three roles profiled at the P-meaning level, the patient role, the direction role, and 

                                                 
11

 See Lai (2004) for detailed discussions on different syntactic grounding and conceptualization of 

Hakka BUN and LAU.  The study is investigated from three perspectives - semantic constraints, 

co-occurrence restrictions, and word order variations. 
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the goal role.  These roles are revealed by the LAU construction, the [V X] 

construction and the BUN construction, respectively.  After all the concepts are 

integrated, the complete syntactic structure of the expression is formed.   

4.5 Summary 

     This chapter gives a detailed analysis of the integration of verbal meanings and 

constructions with regard to three different domains.  First, two types of [V X] 

constructions, [V O] and [V C] constructions, have been examined.  Through the 

acceptability of each construction, the core or peripheral status of each semantic role 

has been determined, which is different from verb to verb.  In the last two sections, 

we extend the phrasal level to the sentential level, comprising more than one 

construction.  All the constructions we have discussed in this chapter can be 

analyzed by the two-level meaning model.  By means of this model, the integration 

from the general concept of a verbal meaning to the specific usage of a construction is 

completely displayed. 


